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Yearly Predictions for the year 2012

Aries
Income and properties
During this period you will go on a long distance travel and incur high expenses
or will change the place of residence. A change to the usual place of work is
also a possibility. During this period you should be careful not develop frictions
between your superiors or teachers or colleges as small issues can flair up to big
things during this time hindering your progress or promotion on the line.

Domestic Environment
Jupiter’s transit the 1st house can create the fear of unfavorable circumstances,
people jealous of you can create trouble, in most cases the trouble makers are un

grateful ones whom you have helped before. High expenses and useless
spending can make things stressful. Domestic problems are also an area of
concern to you, as you may hear some unkind words form your own family too
leading to worries and disturbance of peace. Loss of intelligence in dealings
with friends and relatives or associates and increase of enemies, may have to
look for legal help. Usual routine of the home may disrupt for a period or will
change.

Health
Health wise this is a good period for you but should be careful about stress
related complications such as loosing of weight and weakness in the body , it is
also likely that you may learn a bad news regarding a close associate or a friend
of yours, which will bring sadness to you.

Taurus
Income and properties
Ketu transiting the 1st house, during this period you will be worried about
difficulties at your business, career or education thinking of the possibilities of
sudden reversal of fortunes. This felling of suspense and tense can effect your
work and make it trouble some and can hinder the progress of career or
business. High expenses and problems or worries in relation to debts or paying
debts are also likely. May have to live , associate or work in dimly lit or cold
places with less comfort, problems from pests. You should cultivate self
confidence, systematic working and courage during this period to overcome
these tendencies.

Domestic Environment
A sort of a lonely and trouble some period, you may feel less confident in facing
day to day tasks and would prefer to lie down and enveloped in endless process
of thinking of future and what things may lay ahead, feeling of tiredness or
laziness of the body resulting from some sort of a fear that may cross your mind
from time to time. A bad period for family members and some sort of a transfer
of change of place for a member of family or else a health problem can keep
you worried. A Bad period for an elderly member of the family or children.

Health

A sort of feeling loneliness or weakness of the body and mind may start to
reflect in your appearance, you may look pale and weak, pimples or rashes may
appear from time to time, pains of unexplained nature or hard to find a reason
for the cause of pain can make you worried. Should be careful of arthritis or hart
related complications.

Gemini
Income and properties
Rahu transiting the 6th House : This transit indicates gain in service and through
employees or subordinates. Defeat of enemies and gain there from, success in
enterprises, profits from work or currently engaged activities. Increase of
income position and bank balances will improve. A good time to start new
ventures or apply for loans. Should be of firm views and practical in order to
gain the benefits from this transit.

Domestic Environment
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and
friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place
or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a
long time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts. New additions to
the family such as marriages or birth of children, pleasant functions, recognition
of service, agreeable events, outstanding reports, gain of wealth, new properties,
pleasure, prosperity, success in undertakings. Defeat of enemies, happiness,
power , position and enjoyment and involvement of romantic relationships.

Health
Good health, but Care of health should be taken, should not over strain.

Cancer
Income and properties
Ketu transiting the 11th house, Ketu indicates new friendships and relationships
and gain through them. Financial gain and profits. May expand the business for
definite profit. Friends and relations will be helpful and sincere. Ketu transiting
the 11th House, will bring Gain of money and property, fame, position,
promotion, honour, this is a very good period coming after a period of
difficulties and hardships and at last you can relax and enjoy the Success and

the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time. Previous work,
as well as newly starting works will bring good and desired results, your
cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and good income or
profits. Income from properties or earth such as real estate, building activities,
or lands. Purchase of new properties or engaging in new careers business. Help
from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. But you must
watch out for the appearance of others who will put forward their claim the
ownership of positions, properties or belongings which were under your control
or about to be gained by or entrusted to you. Resulting hardships and loss of the
peace of mind in such situations doing remedies for Saturn is advised.

Domestic Environment
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and
friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place
or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a
long time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts. New additions to
the family such as marriages or birth of children, pleasant functions, recognition
of service, enjoyment with opposite sex, agreeable events, outstanding reports,
gain of wealth, new properties, pleasure, prosperity, success in undertakings.
Defeat of enemies, happiness, power , position and enjoyment.
While enjoying the above said good results you must be very careful in relation
to illnesses or other problems arising from the children’s in the family. Must be
patient and handle the situations with tact and care, otherwise troubles in
relation to children or separation from the children or close family members are
likely.

Health
A difficult period in regard to your health or the health of the family members
or children, will be inclined to do physical exercises fitness and hygiene related
activities.

Leo
Income and properties
Saturn transiting the 3rd House brings in your way a good period after suffering
a long period of difficulties and hardships at last you can relax and enjoy the
Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time.
Previous work, as well as newly starting works will bring good and desired
results, your cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and

good income or profits. Income from properties or earth such as real estate,
building activities, or lands. Purchase of new properties or engaging in new
careers business. Help from superiors or people in responsible or influential
positions. Rahu transiting the 4th House, can be helpful in relation to acquiring
landed property , or conveyance, but this is also a period which can create
troubles or messy situations due to carelessness or negligence creating worries
and unnecessary troubles therefore you should be very careful in sighing
agreements or contracts and also in purchase of valuable possessions.
Otherwise this can be a period of suspense. A difficult period with the
appearance of others who will claim the ownership of positions, properties or
belongings which were under your control. Resulting hardships and loss of the
peace of mind.

Domestic Environment
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and
friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place
or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a
long time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts. You may feel like
changing residence or leaving the usual place of residence for a period of
change. New additions to the family such as marriages or birth of children in the
family circle, pleasant functions, recognition of service, agreeable events,
outstanding reports, gain of wealth, new properties, pleasure, prosperity, success
in undertakings. Defeat of enemies, happiness, power , position and enjoyment.

Health
For Leo Lagna the “Bhadaka Sthana” or the place of obstruction is the 9th
house where the Jupiter is moving at the moment, which can bring difficulties,
troubles or health implications in relation to houses belong to Jupiter or Jupiter
is currently positioned which are 9th, 8th and also 5th , therefore. A good period
in relation to your health but this period can bring difficulties in regard to the
health of the children and relatives specially the health of the father or else
elderly relatives of the fathers side of the family. Or else difficulties in regard to
matters in relation to the children or education.

Virgo
Income and properties
This is a period of high expenses, income position will be all right but due to
high expenses the savings will start to deplete, therefore you will start to look
for the help from friends and relatives. The financial stress can cause you

difficulties in proper maintenance of lifestyle. Changes to the day to day life
such as change of career direction or residential arrangements are a possibility.
Good period to apply for bank loans for further development of your properties
or business. Will get a chance to renovate or repair the valuable possessions
belong to you, gains through legacies are also a possibility. Things to be careful
during this period are, paying high fees or penalties, excessive taxes or duties,
troubles from pests, thieves or people jealous of you.
Hence, should not
engage in speculative deals or investments as those may bring unwanted
problems and a bad name for you.

Domestic Environment
Generally a bad period in regard to the family affairs. problems in the family
and possible separation from them for a period. Will have fatigue by wearisome
journeys to distant places. A bad period for a close relative and problems with
relatives. Closely associated people will let you down. Though you will see
some improvements in your overall situation, this is not a fully beneficial period
it is something like bumpy road, good one stretch bad next few meters, and
should be careful of accidents and sudden ailments. This is a bad period for the
spouse, danger from fire, thieves or the government and high expenses are to be
expected.

Health
Bad period in regard to health. Feeling of weakness in the body and tiresome
journeys. and accidents in journeys. Possibility of getting hemorrhoids or
problems associated with back or spinal area, therefore should be very careful of
what you eat and drink, Should take proper rest and sleep.

Libra
Income and properties
Provided that you do remedies for Saturn ect, this is a period which will bring
you some sudden fortunes, such as unexpected winnings from sport related
activities or lotto ect. Good period to apply for bank loans for further
development of your properties or business. Will get a chance to renovate or
repair the valuable possessions belong to you, gains through legacies are also a
possibility. Things to be careful during this period are, paying high fees or
penalties, excessive taxes or duties, troubles from pests, thieves or people
jealous of you.
Rahu transiting in 2nd house, the financial position will improve, but expenses
also will be increased. A tiresome work schedule and increased traveling can be
a hindrance. Problems at work due to difficulties in finding proper instructions
or qualified advice or suitable people to handle the required demand. You need

to become practical, have physical endurance and perseverance. Relations with
the persons of good standing and position will be helpful and you may derive
gain out of that.

Domestic Environment
You need to be patient and tactful in handling relationship matters both within
and the outside of the family at this period, in such case domestic bliss, all
round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and
associates, victory over opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or
romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes. Otherwise this transit
can produce some undesired results such as, travels and separation from family,
strained relations due to enrolment in romantic relationships or unconventional
ways of gaining pleasures. Difficulties in partnership situations or marriage.
Troubles in relation to love or romantic affairs. Possible separation from the
partner or troubles in the family.

Health
You may hear some bad news about the health of a loved one in the family.
Some sort of climatic changes or unsuitable food or drinks can case illness for a
number of people in the family at once therefore taking unfamiliar food should
be avoided as much as possible.

Scorpio
Income and properties
Saturn is transiting the 12 th house and this is a beginning of a period called
“Lagna Aerashtaka” meaning that Saturn is coming closer to you your first
house and this is a period of high expenses, will spend money on expensive
things or ventures, even though the earnings will be good, the high expenses
will make the overall financial position difficult. Sometimes the income due,
may get held up resulting losses or getting loans to cover expenses with
financial stress, reduced comforts, disturbed peace of mind, gain of wealth but
loss thereof. Possibility of being victimized by the dishonest conduct of others.
Because it leads to high expenses, financial stress and hard labor but end result
is rewarding after a period of time, the usual things people in the India and Sri
Lanka undertake during such periods are starting to build a house as a owner
builder, buying undeveloped lands and begin to develop some agriculture or
industrial work such as brick making or farming.

Domestic Environment

A difficult period for the family members, silly quarrel, misunderstanding and
arguments can disturb the peace and tranquility of the family, people jealous of
you can cause problems, may get un based accusations and unhappiness in the
family. Troubles through enemies can bring difficulties, a bad period for spouse
or a family member or a person close and helpful to you. Should be very patient
in handling day to day affairs and matters should be settled amicably and
litigations or seeking legal help should be avoided as it could lead to
unfavorable for you decisions and high expenses.

Health
Health complications affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes
or pimples, headaches are likely also the problems in limbs such as accidents to
hands or feet specially the left side of the body is likely. Doing remedies for
Saturn at this period is highly advised.

Sagittarius
Income and properties
Rahu transiting the 12th house, Rahu denotes that you will become interested
and gain through, works leading to customer service. May experience some
intuition and prophetic dreams. Saturn transiting the 11th House, will bring
Gain of money and property, fame, position, promotion, honour, this is a very
good period coming after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you
can relax and enjoy the Success and the results of the hard work you had been
doing for a long time. Previous work, as well as newly starting works will bring
good and desired results, your cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you
prosperity fame and good income or profits. Income from properties or earth
such as real estate, building activities, or lands. Purchase of new properties or
engaging in new careers business. Help from superiors or people in responsible
or influential positions.

Domestic Environment
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and
friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place
or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a
long time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts. New additions to
the family such as marriages or birth of children, pleasant functions, recognition
of service, agreeable events, outstanding reports, gain of wealth, new properties,

pleasure, prosperity, success in undertakings. Defeat of enemies, happiness,
power , position and enjoyment and involvement of romantic relationships.

Health
Health complications affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes
or pimples, headaches and eye problems are likely also the problems in limbs
such as accidents to hands or feet specially the left side of the body is likely.
Doing remedies for Rahu at this period is highly advised.

Capricorn
Income and properties
Saturn transiting the 10th House brings in your way prosperity and success in
undertakings through new employment opportunities. Therefore changes is
career is on the agenda during this period. Though financially rewarding, you
will find that the new income opportunities unfolded are physically demanding
and tiresome with less opportunity to relax and enjoy the life.

Domestic Environment
Increased work load and less time to spend with the family can case problems in
the family front if you are not able to balance the two areas resulting irritations,
family disputes and unhappy atmosphere, ill health to spouse and family
members are also the things to be expected leading to increased expenditure.

Health
This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the family or
parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this period.

Aquarius
Income and properties
Rahu transiting the 10 th house, you will gain through profession or education
by hard work and may receive recognition or award of the same type or may
become leader of the mass at work place this transit brings in your way
prosperity and success in undertakings through new employment opportunities.
Therefore changes in career is also on the agenda during this period. Though
financially rewarding, you will find that the new income opportunities unfolded
are physically demanding and tiresome with less opportunity to relax and enjoy
the life.

Domestic Environment
Increased work load and less time to spend with the family can case problems in
the family front if you are not able to balance the two areas resulting irritations,
family disputes and unhappy atmosphere, ill health to spouse and family
members are also the things to be expected leading to increased expenditure.

Health
This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the family or
parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this period.

Pisces
Income and properties
Long distance travels are a possibility during this period and may travel abroad
to gain higher education or career expansion. During such transit, you may gain
through publishing (Ex. Written documents such as applications, letters ect.),
religious institutions and distributions. This is a period of high expenses, income
position will be all right but due to high expenses the savings will start to
deplete, therefore you will start to look for the help from friends and relatives.
The financial stress can cause you difficulties in proper maintenance of lifestyle.
Changes to the day to day life such as change of career direction or residential
arrangements are a possibility.

Domestic Environment
You will find it difficult to maintain a regular household routine due to various
obstacles, which will make you worried and desirous of peace and harmony thus
you will be more spiritualistic and will begin to visit religious places more often
than you used to be. Rahu’s transit in 9th house denote prophetic dreams
pilgrimage and religious and philosophical ideas. Problems in the family and
specially the health or elderly relatives can cause you concern. A long distance
travel under stressful situations is also possible at this period. Will be forced to
spend time money and energy on things which are unprofitable or less
rewarding.

Health
This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the family or
parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this period.

